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SPORT & TRENDINESS: HEATHER FABRICS BY JERSEY LOMELLINA 

 

 

 

Jersey Lomellina presents a new, innovative project named JL DREAM FIT project, a really trendy 

concept matching the current trend of interpreting fitness and beachwear like one thing, strongly 

oriented to  lifestyle. 

JL Dream Fit includes a wide range of high end fabrics, blending style and performance, ideal to be 

worn when making yoga and fitness sessions, but also during your free time, to feel comfortable 

and elegant no matter where you are! 

Jersey Lomellina took on the challenge of creating a set of extraordinary fabrics, syle-wise and 

performance-wise, which could offer the correct muscular compression, high stretch and kick-back 

so to ensure freedom of movement and high performance. 

We are talking about: 

Favola, Festa, Fantasia: soft, comfortable, fresh and breathable heather fabrics. Available in 

several colors, they are ideal for the creation of young and trendy garments.  

Spicy: a peculiar fabric featuring an unmistakable marble effect for an extremely modern look.  

 

 

Soft and delicate, Favola, Fantasia, Festa and Spicy are particularly pleasant when worn as a base 

layer, in direct contact with the skin. Their innovative construction and the properties of the raw 

materials used make them also moisture wicking: sweat is transferred to the outside of the 

garment leaving your skin fresh and dry and preventing bacteria from spreading. They are  
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therefore ideal for the creation of t-shirts to be used for dancing and fitness, running and cycling; 

furthermore, they are suitable for outerwear and fashion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FAVOLA 

Composition: 42% PA - 42% PL - 16% EA  

Width: 150 cm    

Weight: 115 g/m2 

 

FANTASIA 

Composition: 86% PA - 14% EA  

Width: 150 cm    

Weight: 110 g/m2 

 

FESTA 

Composition: 60% PL - 29%PA - 11% EA  

Width: 150 cm    

Weight: 115 g/m2 

 

SPICY 

Composition: 91% PA - 9% EA  

Width: 150 cm    

Weight: 195 g/m2 
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